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http://www.burdastyle.com/projects/layla-s-oven-mitt

Not only should we protect our pretty clothing, it is even more important that we protect our hands!
We need them in order to sew and to create all those wonderful things that we like to fill our life
with. But since cookies and cakes are among those wonderful things, we decided that we all could
use some cooking mitts. They are so simple to make, and they are great as a gift to your favorites
or to yourself.

Materials

Leopard print cotton, volume fleece, trim

Step 1

Pattern

1 Glove piece 2x

2 Fleece piece 2x

You need:

Single-colored and patterned fabric remnant, volume fleece, 18 inches (45 cm) bias, pre-seamed strap, finished widthLayla's Oven Mitt1



Â½ inch (1 cm)

Step 2

To print the patterns out at home, follow the instructions:

Paper cut for ANSI A (German DIN A4) prints:

The patterns are printed out on 3 sheets with a thin frame. Wait until all sheets are printed out. Arrange the sheets so that they fit

together (see additional page with the overview of the prints). Fold the single sheets on the upper and right edge along the thin

frame lines. Begin with the left lower sheet and then tape the frame lines together precisely.

Step 3

CUTTING OUT

FOLD (â�� â�� â�� â��) means: Cut on the fold, the fold being the center of the pattern piece, but never a cut edge or seam. The piece

should be cut double, with the fold line forming the center line. Pattern pieces that are outlined with a broken line in the cutting

diagrams are to be placed face down on the fabric. The cutting diagrams on the pattern sheet show how the pattern pieces should

be placed on the fabric.

The cutting diagrams show the placement of the pattern on the fabric.

For a single layer of fabric, the pattern pieces are pinned to the right side.

Cut the pattern twice from single colored and patterned fabric (reversed left to right or mirror image like), and additionally cut twiceStep 12



from volume fleece.

Step 4

SEAM AND HEMLINE ALLOWANCES are included on an average:

Â½â�� (1.2 cm) for all edges and stitches. Using BURDA copying paper, transfer the lines and signs of the pattern onto the wrong side

of the fabric. Instructions can be found in the packaging.

Sewing

While sewing, the right sides of the fabric are facing.

Transfer all lines of the pattern onto the right side of the fabric using basting stitches.

Step 5

Cooking glove

Baste a layer of each material as fabric, volume fleece and single colored fabric on top of each other in a way that you make up two

mirror imaged gloves. (a)

Lay the pattern pieces on top of each other, the patterned pieces as the inside of the glove. Stitch the lateral edge (thumb side) on

top of each other, around 4 inches (10 cm) along the edge. Cut allowances to Â¼ inch (0.5 cm), neaten altogether. (b)

Enclose the upper glove edge using the pre-seamed strap: Fold the pre-seamed strap along the fold line (center line) and press.

Position the glove fabric edge between the two strap edges until it meets the center notch/fold. Pin the strap that encloses the glove

from both sides. Stitch. Press the rest of the folded bias strap and stitch the edges together. Make a loop and baste onto an end of

the enclosed upper edge. ©

Position the other sides of the pattern pieces nicely on top of each other and stitch the edges, now the noose will be enclosed on the

upper edge. (d) Trim allowances to Â¼ inch (0.5 cm) generally and at the inner rounding at the thumb to 2 mm (e). Neaten

allowances altogether. Fold glove inside out.
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